Asset Recovery Services
Fast, efficient and secure asset recovery for data erasure, resale, disposal, or lease return

Protect Your Data & Gain from Your Legacy Assets
At some point in a company’s history, it is not unusual to require asset recovery services and asset disposal services.
This can result from system refreshes or redeployments, employee purchase programs, corporate donation,
and green initiatives requiring asset decommissioning and OSHA conforming disposal practices. It is necessary
to execute asset recovery processes that ensure efficient technology retrieval for data erasure certification,
remarketing, environmental disposal, and leased equipment returns.

Corserva’s Asset Recovery Services Include:
Data Erasure

Lease Return

Complete sanitization of your data from all storage

Logistics scheduling and pickup, asset processing,

devices, including laptops, desktops, and servers,

certified data destruction, reporting, and shipment to

ensuring safe disposal

lessor

Remarketing

Environmental Recycling

Reconditioning, testing, and resale of legacy equipment

Recycling of end-of-life assets using safe and

to obtain the maximum dollar value

environmentally responsible processes

Corserva offers a variety of plans to completely eradicate data, depending on
the needs of your organization and the type of data you have been storing.
There are three varieties of our asset recovery services:

Complete Destruction
for the most sensitive data

Maintaining chain of custody, we take a complete inventory of all equipment that
is destroyed, provide you with a detailed list of the equipment including serial
numbers, and have a separate party certify the complete destruction of the
equipment. This entire process is performed at your location.

Secure Data Erasure & Resale
to maximize residual value

We securely erase all data from your laptop and desktop hard drives,
as well as your servers. We perform any equipment repairs that are
necessary before the equipment can be resold. Then, we remarket the
equipment for you. Secure data erasure can be done either on your site,
or we can pick up the equipment and process it at one of our locations.

Secure Data Erasure & Lease Return

to ensure lease agreement terms are met

This process is similar to the secure data erasure & resale process above, except
the equipment is returned to the leasing agent after all data is securely erased
from the equipment. We perform any equipment repairs that are necessary before
the equipment can be returned to the lessor, and we replace any necessary equipment.

Corserva takes very seriously the legal requirements and sensitivity of the proper processes of IT asset recovery. With
whichever method you choose, your sensitive data is completely and permanently removed from your IT assets. For auditing
purposes, you receive certificates to prove that secure erasure has been performed. Our asset recovery services are compliant
with state, federal, and international data privacy regulations and guidelines, including ISO 27001 and ISO 27040.
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